The spectrin family of proteins: a unique coiled-coil fold for various molecular surface properties.
The spectrin superfamily is composed of proteins involved in cytolinker functions. Their main structural feature is a large central subdomain with numerous repeats folded in triple helical coiled-coils. Their similarity of sequence was considered to be low without detailed quantification of the intra- and intermolecular levels. Among the superfamily, we considered as essential to propose an overview of the surface properties of all the repeats of the five proteins of the spectrin family, namely α- and β-spectrins, α-actinin, dystrophin and utrophin. Therefore, the aim of this work was to obtain a quantitative comparison of all the repeats at both the primary sequence and the three-dimensional levels. For that purpose, we applied homology modelling methods to obtain structural models for successive and overlapping tandem repeats of the human erythrocyte α- and β-spectrins and utrophin, as previously undertaken for dystrophin, and we used the known structure of α-actinin. The matrix calculation of the pairwise similarities of all the repeat sequences and the electrostatic and hydrophobic surface properties throughout the protein family support the view that spectrins and α-actinin on one hand and utrophin and dystrophin on the other hand share some structural similarities, but a detailed molecular characterisation highlights substantial differences. The repeats within the family are far from identical, which is consistent with their multiple interactions with different cellular partners, including proteins and membrane lipids.